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Economic crisis which knock over Latin America area in the year 1995, which recognized by the name of crisis of Tequila, making the him of economics of Argentina noting growth of negativity as well as affecting to improvement of poorness and unemployment. Facing this crisis of government of Argentina perforced to apply tight fiscal policy which isn't it expenditure clipping in a number of expenditures in a number of social programs is cannot help delayed or canceled, precisely at the time of impecunious society most require him. To prevent poorness to not progressively deteriorate and generate negative impact of larger ones to society, hence World Bank which during the time have assisted government of Argentina in efforts arrange economics of them, designing a number of projects which is is special to be addressed to overcome the problem of poorness. Piquancy attention of writer to check is : how far activity of World Bank in facility development of social to overcome the problem of poorness in Argentina? Then how to policy of government of Argentina in creating process development of social where government get aid of World Bank in the effort him handle the problem of poorness in Argentina.
As for this research target is to know role of World Bank to development of social to overcome the problem of poorness in Argentina. Specially how activity of World Bank to assist process development of social in Argentina. While benefit and usefulness of this research is expected good for adding development of international relation science, specially related to International Organization. Method which used in conducting this research of description with aim to to depict a phenomenon in this case international organization in running program in handling problems which concerning his member nations.
Result of this research is : to knowing activity of World Bank in development of social in Argentina as well as knowing policy of government of development of social in poorness of is which World Bank will give financial aid pass through addressed programs for process development of social in Argentina. This programs is financed by World Bank and executed by government of Argentina and World Bank will only observe execution of programs. Constructively given by World Bank hence direction development of social that is passing ready of medium of education facility, service of health, ready of work field in depressing poorness storey level in Argentina. Although just leakage still exist, but do not isn't it. Evaluation which indicate that as a whole they succeed to reach the target of the core important. Impecunious society have got many benefits of this program. 
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